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  The main character never even asks her, therefore if he doesn't care and Grisham doesn't actually treatment,
why should we? The female characters certainly are a joke. Grisham didn't bother so I won't either. He
admits in his short author's note by the end of this dreadful novel that he hates performing research and
reserves the right to simply make stuff up if he can't get the info he wants with a single phone call.I actually
favored this novel to The Street Lawyer that i also read recently. This book often feels as though just an
excuse showing off how much period John Grisham provides spent vacationing in the Caribbean.His main
character is just an excuse for him to invest hundreds of pages trying to explain to each reader how mass
torts function and criticizing the attorneys who engage in it. Criticizing greedy attorneys is as obvious as
criticizing genocidal dictators, so he gets no factors for that. He should have been able of creating a main
personality who made us feel something -- ANYTHING! It brings out the consequences with regards to
friendships, relationships, health and just usually the emptiness of a lifestyle centered on temporary things
which will be worthless in eternity.. We learn hardly anything about him except that he's extremely stupid
and credulous and greedy as hell. It had been obvious that he was set for a fall, and apparent once the fall
was arriving and how it could happen. I could use fancier vocabulary, but why bother? Which should sum
stuff up for you personally.) of that anywhere. After he helps it be big, he dates a mysterious supermodel
about whom we discover nothing at all. Maybe she's bisexual, maybe she isn't.Not even worthy of being
called a "Duke" This book sucks, plain and simple. The tidbit exists for no reason.Basically, this entire book
feels like an overview that Grisham merely added more words to. The main character gets a mysterious offer
from a mystical man, gets rich immediately, breaks up with this girlfriend, rises, falls, gets the girl back, the
end. Sorry if I simply spoiled it for you, but if you spend -- excuse me, I mean WASTE -- any moment
reading this, you will begin to understand that there is absolutely no more to the tale than this. It's pretty
much spoiler-proof, because very little actually happens. I examine it expecting to at least become
entertained (and, I should add, because I was stuck in times where I experienced nothing else to read).
Nonetheless it all seems a touch too good to end up being true. Great read I am grandmother using this book
to improve my 11 year older grandson to hopefully enjoy reading. The main character's dad is an attorney
with a drinking problem who lost his license and is atlanta divorce attorneys other respect pretty much
identical to Lucien Wilbanks in A PERIOD to Destroy: A Novel. (Which is, I would add, a book by John
Grisham that's actually quite great. Still think “A Time to Kill” is usually his all time best. I assume four
times just wasn't enough. Great read Got the collection for 9 year old great nephew. That's because I've
already forgotten what it really is. He includes a girlfriend he's supposed to be so deeply in love with, but we
find no evidence (ha ha!. I don't remember having examine that one before. The rich man went away
unfortunate when Jesus suggested he should quit his wealth. Another guy stored up wealth in barns but was
called a fool when God required his life and he wasn't prepared to fulfill his Maker. He also claims to
possess rewritten this reserve "four occasions" but if that's the case, why is it so awful?excellent!.
Sometimes it is better not to blend the spiritual with the secular if you don't will be accurate and make sure
you represent the right concepts.This novel tells the story of Clay, a lawyer struggling to produce a name for
himself at a little known firm. He's approached apparently randomly by a man who guarantees riches and
fame if he comes after his guidelines to the letter.Many people are chasing money in some form or another. I
browse the series and he go through them quickly and adored them! There's zero personality development
for anybody, from the main personality on down.......The biblical principles in this novel are obvious. The
love of money is a reason behind all sorts of evil. The author has blended his normal mix of courtroom
drama, wealthy lawyers and powerful companies in this novel. It has you hooked until the last page. We
have been told never to love the world or anything on earth. There are many warnings about those who
choose money over God. I was raised a Mets lover in the 70' s, therefore i found the rewind in history
particularly pleasant.... Certain requirements seem initially to become ethical and Clay is normally drawn
into the web. Wish I could have made it last longer. They will not be happy. -- and motivated us to root for



him to succeed or root against him and desire him to fail.This is a good book for individuals who believe
that if they get that promotion, that new house, that new car or whatever it may be, it will satisfy. It will
not.There is some bad language and violence but absolutely nothing graphic. There are sexual inferences
plus some lude remarks but again not really graphic.What shall it profit a man if he gains depends upon yet
loses his personal soul. Entertaining Not very predictable and exciting to read.. love the story collection and
happy ending. To the next one. This novel, nevertheless, was different--it is very secular with no real
mention of faith/God or anything very similar. happy.)Oh, you might notice I keep referring to the main
character without ever investing in his name. He becomes a millionaire and the King of Torts leading mass
civil litigation where-ever it exists.!! Great Book Loved this book. Am getting back into JG which has been
one of the better stories. He can obviously write if he places some effort into it. Actually, several characters
feel just like the same cookie-cutters Grisham used in earlier novels but with name changes. Working
wonderfully. Are the bad guys really the good guys? Great read! Actually from a less spiritual perspective
we realize that complete power corrupts definitely. The point that this novel makes is definitely that even
when one gains even more of it than they know very well what to do with. Entertaining Was good Grisham.
A little hard to keep characters straight when time between chapters, but would suggest for story lines and
surprises. , Twist, turns.. I sensed nothing because of this man even once, in 470 webpages. Good moral
lessons Another Grisham book ticked off my list. I didn't just like the method that Grisham had centered on
charity/benevolent work amongst the homeless nearly as a selfish pursuit for the youthful lawyer to get
himself. Hardly ever sure where it had been heading. Grades up from D to B Terrific! You need to read it to
discover. Great fun and easy read Light reading, great book for vacation. Took several pages to get into, but
after that it was engaging and pleasant.
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